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Machine learning is not the 
software you know 

The hidden costs of real-world ML projects 



AI Enablement Platform 
a.k.a. software 2.0 development stack 



AI is changing  
the world. 

Computer Electricity Www 



Touching on every  
point of society. 

Visual  
recognition 

Speech  
recognition 

Speech  
synthesis  

Machine  
translation 

Gaming Databases 



Software 1.0 
Programmed with fixed rules 

A N I M A L   I F : 
There are 4 bounding boxes moving relative 

& there are 2 bounding boxes fixed  

& centroid of bounding boxes in street  

& boxes don't move more than 20 pixels / 1 sec away from each other  

& ... 

Software vs. machine learning 

Software 2.0                                                                          
Programmed with labeled data 

A N I M A L   I F : 
Neural network says so.  

moose 



There is no programming stack yet for software 2.0 

Software 1.0 Software 2.0 

G U I Average person can use Average person can use 

A P I Easy to use by any dev Easy to use by any dev 

C O M P I L E D   L A N G U A G E 
High-level programming  
(C, C++) 

High-level data programs 
(object detection) 

A S S E M B L Y   L A N G U A G E 
Human readable  
computer instructions 

Human readable labeling 
primitives (bounding boxes) 

M A C H I N E   L A N G U A G E 
Computers only  
understand binary 

AI only understands  
labeled data 



Data Labeling is fundamentally hard 

One, two, or three 
cars? 

Bike or car? 

Label obfuscated car? What speed is this? 

70% of data <0.01% of data 

Construction <0.02% Debris on road <0.01% 

The edge cases are the normal cases Quality is subjective 
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If things change you have to throw out your work 
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Update 

Find failure 
cases 

Train model 

Label data Create task 



If things change you have to throw out your work 
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Update 

Find failure 
cases 

Train model 

Label data Create task 



Data Programming + AI Compiler 
Software 2.0 development stack 
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Old way New way 

G U I 
AI for Everyone 

A P I 
Marketplace 

C O M P I L E D   L A N G U A G E 
Data program 

A S S E M B L Y   L A N G U A G E 
Labeling primitives  

M A C H I N E   L A N G U A G E 
Labeled data 



↓ Label data randomly  

↓ Pray it works  

↓ Label more data  
if doesn’t look good 
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Fastest and most  
efficient way to train AI 

90% of enterprise  
AI projects fail 

Old way Canotic way 

High quality 
Guaranteed  

Low quality  

Slow 

Frustrating Easy 
Automated 

Static Adaptable 
Improve over time 

Fast 
Self curated 

↑ Decompose problem  
into reusable program 

 The AI compiler automatically : 

↑ Finds & labels only the  
most valuable data  

↑ Routes only to optimal labelers 
↑ Guarantees quality  
↑ Improves over time  
↑ Update labels incrementally 



ML vs software 



Software vs. machine learning 

 



Software vs. machine learning 

Where software excels 
 

Where ML excels 
 



Software vs. machine learning 

Where software excels 
 

Where ML excels 
 



ML’s greatest strength is its 
greatest weakness 

 



Machine learning in the wild 

 95% of code in an ML system is “plumbing code”. 

 



Machine learning in the wild 

Technical debt  



Hidden technical debt 



Software allows you to have 
strong abstractions, and ML 

currently does not 
 



Abstraction 
The process of using something 
independent of its attributes or 
internals 

 

 

Abstraction is essential to 
building complex systems. 
Without it, we would not have 
computers, spaceships, or even 
mathematics. 

 

 

What is abstraction and why is it important? 



Leaky abstractions 



Why is ML a weak abstraction? 

 

1. STATISTICS DEPENDS ON 
DISTRIBUTION 

 

● The statistics (mean, standard deviation, etc.) of 
your data depends on how it’s distributed. E.g., if 
you increase the amount of large values in your 
data, it will increase the mean. 

2. CHANGES BRING MORE CHANGES ● Changing the distribution of your data, changes 
the statistics of your data 

3. CAN ONLY BE APPLIED TO SAME 
DISTRIBUTION DATA 

● Since ML learns its algorithm based on labeled 
training data statistics from a particular 
distribution, it can only be reliably applied to 
data that comes from the same distribution 
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Can ML guarantee us anything? 
 



The creation process 

 

1. TRAINING BUCKET 
 

● Use this to train your ML model 

2. VALIDATION BUCKET ● Use this to tune the parameters of your 
model 

3. TEST BUCKET ● Use this just once to give you the most 
reliable estimate of the model’s accuracy 



No ML input is independent 
 



CACE - Change Anything, Change Everything 



Solution? 

“One possible mitigation strategy is to isolate models and serve ensembles. This 

approach is useful in situations in which sub-problems decompose naturally [into 
subsystems]… However… Relying on the combination creates a strong entanglement: 
improving an individual component model may actually make the system accuracy 
worse if the remaining errors are more strongly correlated with the other 
components. ” 

Source: “Hidden Technical Debt in Machine Learning Systems” D. Sculley, Gary Holt, Daniel Golovin, Eugene Davydov, Todd 
Phillips, Dietmar Ebner, Vinay Chaudhary, Michael Young, Jean-Francois Crespo, Dan Dennison, Google, Inc. 2015 



Building ML models on top of ML models 

 



Building ML models on top of ML models 

 





Several other hidden surprises & key concepts to consider 

Undeclared consumers of ML model 
output 

Unstable input data Unimportant input data 

Direct feedback loops Hidden feedback loops Glue code 



Several other hidden surprises & key concepts to consider 
 
 

Pre-processing spaghetti Dead experimental code paths 

Covariance shift detection Bounded predictions Configuration debt 
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